We present a concurrent programming methodology called relativistic programming and illustrate its use in a concurrent red-black tree implementation. In relativistic programming each thread sees memory through its own temporal frame of reference. This approach to sharing memory allows reading to proceed independent of concurrent updates and avoids the need for expensive atomic instructions in reads. Our relativistic red-black tree has linear read scalability and uncontended read performance that is at least 25% faster than other known approaches. Performance under contention is many times faster than other approaches, both for reads in general and for updates in the presence of concurrent readers.
Introduction
The advent of many-core hardware introduces the need for highly scalable system designs. However, access to data in shared memory often proves to be a performance and scalability bottleneck. One response to this problem has been to move away from shared memory altogether and to focus on building systems using message passing. We propose an alternative approach called Relativistic Programming. Relativistic programming is a shared memory approach, but each thread views the shared memory through its own temporal frame of reference. This approach allows writers to execute concurrently with readers. Writers use ordering primitives, where necessary, to ensure that readers can only observe related writes in the correct order, but readers need not agree on the order of unrelated writes.
A major advantage of relativistic programming is that readers do not need to synchronize with updaters. They proceed as if they were executing on a private copy of the data, and hence are wait-free, do not need to use expensive atomic instructions or memory barriers, and are highly scalable.
Relativistic programming has been used extensively in the Linux kernel for simple data structures such as lists and more recently hash tables [13, 17] , and its use has significantly improved scalability. However, each new relativistic data structure has required significant design effort. In this paper we apply relativistic programming to concurrent Red-Black trees. Red-Black trees are considerably more complex than any of the data structures previously addressed by relativistic programming. Our efforts to develop a relativistic Red-Black tree have led to new insights about relativistic programming, and these insights are moving us closer to a generalized method.
Our relativistic red-black tree has the following performance and scalability properties:
1. Linear scalability of read accesses even in the presence of concurrent updates. This property has been tested out to 64 hardware threads. 2. Updaters can proceed concurrently with any number of readers, but not other updaters. 3 . Safe, fast, wait-free read access in the presence of updates.
By fast we mean performance approaches that of unsynchronized access 1 . Our read access achieves 93% of the throughput of unsynchronized read access over a wide range of tree sizes and thread counts. Our implementation is also 25% faster than the best lock based implementation for an uncontended read. As contention increases, the advantage of our implementation grows significantly. By wait-free we mean that the read path does not use locks, does not block, and never needs to wait for another thread (neither a reader nor an updater). Furthermore, the read path does not require any atomic instructions and on x86 does not require memory barriers.
Red-Black Trees
Since red-black trees are well known and well documented [7, 15, 16] , we do not give a complete explanation of them. Rather, we give a brief overview to facilitate a discussion of our relativistic implementation.
Red-black trees are partially balanced, sorted, binary trees. The trees store ⟨key,value⟩ pairs. They support the following operations: insert(key, value) inserts a new ⟨key,value⟩ pair into the tree.
lookup(key)
returns the value associated with a key. delete(key) removes a ⟨key,value⟩ pair from the tree. first()/last() returns the first (lowest keyed) / last (highest keyed) value in the tree. next()/prev() returns the next/previous value in key-sorted order from the tree.
The following steps in red-black tree algorithms are impacted by relativistic programming:
Swap
If an interior node needs to be deleted, it is first swapped with next(deleted-node) prior to removal. This makes the node to be deleted a leaf.
Restructures Restructure operations, are used to rebalance the tree following an insert or delete.
Restructures always involve three adjacent nodes: child, parent, and grandparent. Figure 1 illustrates the two types of restructure operations. Restructure operations used to rebalance a red-black tree. There are left and right versions of these, but they are symmetric so only the left version is shown here.
Concurrent red-black trees
We use the following definitions to describe concurrent implementations:
1 Unsynchronized access is safe for single threaded or read-only implementations, but not for multi-threaded implementations that include updates.
S n the Start of operation n. F n the Finish of operation n. E n the Effect of operation n. For example, if operation n is an insert, the effect of that operation is that a read can see the new node. a ⇒ b defines a happens-before relation such that a happens before b.
If either of the following two relations holds, operations a and b are said to be concurrent:
Graphically, this means that the time-lines of the two operations overlap. There is no implied happensbefore relation between the effects of two concurrent operations.
Implementations of objects that allow updates to happen concurrently with reads, require additional properties so that every observable state has a valid meaning [10] . In other words, if an update requires multiple memory writes, a reader must be able to observe a valid state of the data structure following each of these writes. For a sorted tree, the following properties must be maintained:
1. Lookups will always find a node that exists in the tree.
2. Traversals will always return nodes in the correct order without skipping any nodes that exist in the tree.
Since it is possible that the tree will change during a read, we need to be specific in what we mean by "nodes that exist in the tree". We define it as follows: if operation r is a read looking for node N (or a complete traversal of the tree), operation i is the insert of node N , and operation d is the delete of node N , then 
Another way to state these properties is as follows: Properties one and two state that any update that strictly precedes a read must be observable by the read, and any update that strictly follows a read must not be observable by the read. Properties three and four state that any update that is concurrent with the read may or may not be observable by the read.
The State of the Art
The most common way to synchronize access to a red-black tree is through locking. Unfortunately, this approach does not scale because accesses are serialized. Since accesses can be easily divided into reads (lookups) and writes (inserts, deletes), a reader-writer lock can be used which allows read parallelism. This approach scales for some number of read threads, but eventually the contention for the lock dominates and the approach no longer scales (see the performance data in Section 5.1 for evidence of this).
Fine grained locking of red-black trees is problematic. Since updates may affect all the nodes from where the update occurred back to the root, the simplest approach of acquiring a write lock on all nodes that might change degrades to coarse grain locking because all updaters must acquire a write lock on the root. If one attempts to only acquire write locks on the nodes that will actually be changed, it is difficult to avoid deadlock. If the locks are acquired from the bottom up, a reader progressing down the tree, but above the updater, may acquire a lock that prevents the write from completing. If the locks are acquired from the top down, another updater may change the structure of the tree between the time the initial change was made (e.g. an insert) and the time when the necessary locks are acquired to perform a restructure.
The difficulties in applying fine grained locking to balanced trees has lead a number of researchers to decouple rebalancing from insert and delete [7, 8, 5, 11, 9] . This limits the number of locks that need to be acquired at any one time, and it allows updates to proceed more quickly because individual inserts and deletes don't have to rebalance the tree. The rebalancing work can potentially be done in parallel and some redundant work can be skipped. None of this improves read access time, and readers and writers still need some synchronization between them.
Transactional Memory approaches provide a more automatic approach to disjoint concurrency. However, software transactional memory systems tend to have high overhead. We have benchmarked our algorithm against a recent state-of-the-art STM system [3, 4] and found that our performance was double that of an STM protected red-black tree.
Bronson et. al. [1] developed a concurrent AVL tree 2 . Their approach allows readers to proceed without locks, but the readers have to check each step of the way to see if the tree has changed or is in the process of changing. If so, the reader has to wait and retry. Since readers don't acquire locks, this simplifies the fine grained locking of the writers. Their approach is quite complicated and this degrades read performance as more code must execute at each node of the tree.
Ellen et. al. [6] developed a non-blocking binary search tree that should have efficient read access, however, their implementation is of an unbalanced tree. With an unbalanced tree, it is possible for lookups to degrade to O(N ) which is not acceptable in most applications.
Relativistic Programming
The name for relativistic programming is borrowed from Einstein's theory of relativity in which each observer is allowed to have their own frame of reference. Different observers are allowed to disagree on the timing and order of events. However, all observers still agree on causally ordered events. If event A causes event B, then all observers will agree on the order of events A and B.
In relativistic programming, each reader is allowed to have it's own frame of reference concerning the order and timing of updates. To illustrate this, consider the time-line in figure 2. If operations A and B are writes and operation C is a read, then C can observe the writes in either order. In particular, since A is concurrent with C, both E A ⇒ E C and E C ⇒ E A are equally valid. The same is true of B and C. Combining all three operations, the ordering E B ⇒ E C ⇒ E A is valid even though this violates the happens-before relation between the non-concurrent A and B. It is important to 2 AVL trees are similar to red-black trees, but they have a different balance property.
note that the order mentioned above represents the reference frame of a particular reader. There is no "global observer" which determines the "correct" order. Each reader has its own relative view of concurrent operations which may differ from the view of other concurrent readers. While it might be disconcerting to have writes appear to happen in different orders, there are two conditions which, if met, make this acceptable. The conditions are as follows:
1. The underlying data structure does not have an inherent time order 2. The updates are independent or commutative To use the relativistic analogy, these conditions mean the two updates were not causally ordered.
Red-black trees do not have an inherent time order (unlike First In First Out Queues or Last In First Out Stacks). Also, the operations on a red-black tree are independent from the perspective of a single read operation. Even inserting and deleting the same key are independent from the perspective of a single concurrent read. The read would either see the key or not depending on where it's effect was ordered with respect to the effects of the insert and delete. But any ordering is valid. A later read will see the proper effect of the two update operations because it is not concurrent with them.
Even though operations are independent, individual steps within those operations may be dependent. For example, if an updater removes a node from the tree, the memory must at some point be reclaimed. These two actions must be observed in this order by all readers otherwise a reader might access the memory from the already reclaimed node. Another example where there is a required ordering is as follows: Suppose a node was going to be moved in a singly linked list by placing a copy in the new location and then removing the original. If the new location is later in the list than the original, there is no danger of a reader missing the node. If the new location is earlier in the list, then any concurrent readers that are between the new and old location may never see the node. In this case, the order in which readers observe the insertion of the new node and the removal of the original is important. The traversal order of readers determines when there is potential for a moved node to be skipped by a reader. If the node is moved later in the traversal order, it will not be skipped; if it is moved earlier in the traversal order, it has the potential to be skipped.
The burden for enforcing the ordering of steps is placed on the updaters so that readers can proceed as fast as possible. The only burden placed on readers is that they are required to bound all operations by begin and end primitives and that they are not allowed to hold references to the data structure outside these read sections. These primitives can be used to define a period of time called a grace period [13] . A grace period has expired when all current read-sections have terminated. It is not necessary for all threads to be outside their read-sections at the same time. It is only necessary for any thread inside a read-section at the beginning of a grace period to exit that read-section. Once a thread exits a read-section, it can begin a new one without extending the grace period. Stated more formally:
∀ readers r and any grace-period g if S r ⇒ S g then F r ⇒ F g Any two actions separated by a grace period are totally ordered. That is to say, all readers will agree on the order of any two actions which are separated by a grace period.
Relativistic Programming Primitives
This section describes the primitives that are used by relativistic programs. The description here focuses on the purpose and use of the primitives. There are a variety of implementations readily available which are described elsewhere [2, 12] .
write-lock, write-unlock
These primitives provide mutual exclusion between writers. The use of these primitives does not impact readers-readers proceed oblivious to the presence of a writer.
Note that strictly speaking, these are not relativistic programming primitives. Mutual exclusion between writers is not required by relativistic programming, but all known implementations use mutual exclusion between writers. 3
rp-start-read, rp-end-read
These primitives bound the code where a reader holds references to the data structure. They are used to define the bounds of grace periods. Most relativistic programming implementations have low-latency, constant-time implementations of these primitives so their use has minimum impact on read performance.
rp-wait-gp
This primitive delays for a grace period.
rp-free
This primitive is called by writers to schedule the future reclamation of memory. This allows decoupling the freeing of memory from reclaiming that memory. Updaters do not have to block until a grace period has expired, they can schedule the memory for reclamation in the future and then continue.
rp-release
This primitive is used by writers when they want to make a node visible to readers. It includes whatever barriers are required to ensure that the updates to the node are visible before the node itself can be reached.
rp-consume
This primitive is used to dereference the pointer to nodes. It includes whatever barriers are required to enforce dependent read consistency. On most architectures, rp-consume need only read the pointer; no barriers are required.
A Relativistic Red-Black Tree Algorithm
Many concurrent methodologies produce very complicated code because both readers and updaters have to check at each step to see if anything has changed. With relativistic techniques, developing a reader is almost as easy as developing a non-concurrent reader. The only restrictions placed on readers are that they use rp-consume when dereferencing pointers and that they not hold any references to the data structure outside read-sections bounded by the rp-start-read and rp-end-read primitives.
Since readers can examine the data at any time, updaters need to keep the data in an alwaysconsistent state. This requires two things: that rp-free be used when freeing no-longer-used memory, and that care be taken in the order that updates are made. The second requirement, ordering, takes two forms. In the first case, the updater must not allow a reader to see partial changes to a node. Updaters use copy-on-update to make all the changes to a private copy of the node, then atomically switch the new node with the old one using rp-release. In the second case, when the structure of the tree is changed, care must be taken to ensure that readers don't get lost. To illustrate this, consider the zig restructure depicted in Figure 1 . If a reader is at node A looking for node B at the time the restructure happens, the reader will never find B. This is because the restructure moved B to a location earlier in the lookup traversal order.
The remainder of this section explains how we implemented updaters with these principles. Our implementation imposes a single restriction on the trees: we do not allow duplicate keys in the tree. In other words, our implementation is suitable for a map, but not a multimap.
We make the following observations about readers performing a lookup (for traversals, see Section 6):
1. Readers ignore the color of nodes.
Readers don't access the parent pointers in nodes.
3. Temporarily having the same item in the tree multiple times won't affect lookups. A positive result will return the first copy encountered. A negative result (item not in tree) will return "not found" even if other keys are duplicated in the tree.
The implications of these observations are that updaters can change the color and parent pointers without affecting readers; updaters can also temporarily allow duplicates provided both duplicates are in valid sort order locations. Given the above observations, the two steps that require special handling in a relativistic implementation are Swap and Restructure. This is because both of these steps involve moving nodes within the tree. Care must be taken so that the tree remains in an always-consistent state from the point of view of readers. These two steps are described in greater detail in the following sections. Pseudocode for all algorithms is provided in Appendix A.
Swap algorithms
Section 4.1.1 discusses the general swap. Section 4.1.2 discusses an optimized special case.
General Swap
Consider the delete of node B shown in Figure 3 . Since B is an internal node, B will be swapped with C (= next (B) ) prior to deletion. There is a special case where the swap node happens to be the right child of B. This is dealt with in Section 4. Before delete After delete Rather than performing separate swap and delete steps, the two are combined as a single step. A new node C ′ is created. C ′ has the same color as B and the same children as B, but the key and data values of C. The new node C ′ is linked into the tree in place of B. At this point, the value C is in the tree twice: once at C and once at C ′ . Any readers looking for C can be divided into two groups: those above C ′ will find the value at C ′ , those at or below B will find the value at C. In either case, the correct value will be found. However, if the old node C is removed, any readers looking for the value C that were at or below B would miss the value. To avoid this problem, the updater waits for a grace period before removing C from the tree. This ensures that any readers at or below B will complete their read prior to C being removed.
This algorithm differs from a non-RP algorithm in the following ways: A copy of node C is placed in B's position rather than node C itself; rp-release is used to make pointer assignments to guarantee that changes to a node are visible before the node itself is reachable; rp-free is used to release memory to ensure that no readers have references to the memory when it is released; A grace period is included so that no readers will miss seeing node C.
Special case: swap node is child of B
In the tree shown in figure 4 , C is next (B) . It also happens to be the right child of B. This represents a special case because no new nodes need to be created. C takes the color of B. The left child of B becomes the left child of C. The node A now appears in the tree twice (once below B and once below C). However, any reader encountering the tree in this state will find A regardless of where it was in its traversal when then changes were made. B is removed from the tree by linking C into the tree in it's place. B is then freed asynchronously by calling rp-free. This algorithm differs from a non-RP algorithm only in the use of rp-release to make pointer assignments, and rp-free to release memory.
Restructure
There are two cases for restructures depending on whether the three nodes involved form a diagonal or a "zig". Each of these can be further classified depending on whether it is left or right, but the left and right cases are symmetric, so only the left case will be described here. Figure 5 shows a subtree with three nodes labeled A, B, C which need to be rotated so that B is the root of the subtree.
Diag Left

Before restructure
After restructure C ′ is a copy of node C. The right child of B becomes the left child of C ′ . C ′ is then linked into the tree as the right child of B. At this point, the value C is in the tree twice. This is similar to swap in Section 4.1.1. However, in this case, the copy is placed lower in the tree rather than higher in the tree. As a result, the original node C can be removed without waiting for a grace period because any readers between C and C ′ will still see C ′ even after C is removed from the tree.
This algorithm differs from a non-RP algorithm as follows: a copy of a node was made rather than changing a node in place, and RP primitives were used for pointer assignment and memory reclamation. Figure 6 shows a subtree with three nodes labeled A, B, C which need to be rotated so that B is the root of the subtree. There are two ways to accomplish this: either a copy of B can be placed above A and C, or copies of A and C can be placed below B. Since the first method involves moving the copy up in the tree, it requires a grace period. Even though the second method requires two copies, performance data showed that the second method is faster, so that method is described here. A ′ is a copy of A. The left child of B becomes the right child of A ′ . A ′ is linked into the tree as B's left child. At this point, the value A appears in the tree twice. Since the new copy is placed below the original, there is no need for a grace period before removing the original from the tree.
Zig Left
C ′ is a copy of C. The right child of B becomes the left child of C ′ . C ′ is linked into the tree as B's right child. The original nodes A and C are removed from the tree by making B a child of D.
This algorithm differs from a non-RP algorithm as follows: copies of a nodes were made rather than changing nodes in place, and RP primitives were used for pointer assignment and memory reclamation.
Performance
We collected performance data on a Sun UltraSPARC T2 running SunOS 5.10. The UltraSPARC T2 has eight cores each supporting eight hardware threads for a total of 64 hardware threads. We also collected performance data on a four quad-core Intel Xeon machine (total of 16 hardware threads). The machine was running Linux 2.6.28. The results for both the Sun and Intel processors were very similar. As a result, the performance data for the Xeon processor is not presented here but is available in Appendix B.
Performance data was collected using the following synchronization techniques: rp This is the relativistic implementation described in this paper.
nolock No synchronization was used. This is not a valid implementation, but it was tested as a theoretical upper bound (highest performance, but not a data safe implementation) to compare the other algorithms against.
lock
A pthread mutex was used and shared between readers and writers. As a result, there was no parallelism while accessing the tree.
rwlr
A reader/writer lock that favors readers. The implementation was derived from MellorCrummey and Scott [14] .
rwlw A reader/writer lock that favors writers. The implementation was derived from MellorCrummey and Scott [14] .
All the algorithms except rp used a "standard" red-black tree implementation that did not perform copy-on-update. Had we used the copy-on-update algorithm with the other synchronization mechanisms, it would have unfairly biased the results against those algorithms because copy-on-update is slower and is not needed by the other synchronization mechanisms. We also ran benchmarks using swissTM [3, 4] a software transactional memory system. We were unable to get swissTM to run on our UltraSPARC system otherwise the swissTM data would have been reported in the main body of the paper. Our approach was roughly twice as fast (or better) as swissTM for all the benchmarks we ran. The details of these benchmarks are reported in Appendix B along with the other X86 benchmarks.
The test created a tree and preloaded it to a given size with a random set of values. Threads were created to perform operations on the tree (lookups, inserts, and deletes). The threads were allowed to run for a fixed period of time and the total number of operations performed was reported.
Threads were of two types: readers and updaters. Readers performed lookups for values in the tree. Updaters removed a value from the tree and then inserted a different value. By pairing deletes and inserts, the size of the tree remained fixed.
Tests were performed on trees of size 64 and 64K nodes. The graphs for both sizes were very similar, so only the graphs for trees of size 64K nodes are presented here. Comments indicate where there were differences in the size 64 graphs. The purpose of our tests was to show scalability over number of processors, not over tree size. With a 64 node tree, the probability of multiple threads accessing the same part of the tree is high. For a 64K node, the probability of multiple threads accessing the same part of the tree is low. We felt that if the algorithm performed well under these two scenarios, it would continue to perform well for larger trees. This assumption was validated for trees up to 10M nodes (see Appendix B for details).
We ran tests where all the threads were readers and where there was one updater and multiple readers. Since all the synchronization algorithms only allow a single updater at a time, we did not collect data where updaters were contending with other updaters. Figure 7 shows the read performance of the red-black tree. The performance of rwlw and lock were strictly worse than rwlr, so they were left off the figure for clarity. The following observations can be made from the figure:
Read Performance
1. rp read performance scales linearly to at least 64 threads. 3. For rwlr, performance peaks at 11 threads. After that, contention for the lock causes performance to degrade.
When we plotted read performance with and without a concurrent updater, the two lines were indistinguishable. The average difference in read performance with and without a concurrent updater was less than 1%. This shows that a concurrent updater does not impact read performance. Figure 8 shows update performance. The X axis shows the total number of threads. The first thread was an updater, the remainder of the threads were readers. The uncontended update performance is indicated by the left most data point on each line. The remainder of the data points show the performance of a single writer contending with a varying number of readers. Of all the synchronization methods, rp had the worst uncontended update performance. rp performance was 76% of rwlw performance (the best of the other valid methods). With even a single concurrent reader, rp update performance was better than any of the other synchronization methods (with the exception of nolock which leads to data corruption). As the number of concurrent readers increases, the advantage of rp is more pronounced. With a smaller tree, it takes more concurrent readers to give a clear advantage to rp. With a tree size of 64 nodes, rp had better write-side performance if there were 6 or more concurrent readers.
Update Performance
Traversals
The performance data presented in Section 5 was for readers performing lookups. Another read access pattern is a traversal where all the nodes in the tree are accessed in order. There are a number of traversal algorithms available. Some make use of a stack to keep track of what branches still need to be visited. Others make use of parent pointers in each node and whether the just-visited node is the left or right child of the parent. For each of these algorithms, the particular shape of the tree is important. A concurrent update may restructure the tree such that a traversal may either miss or revisit a node.
Two approaches can be taken to solve this problem. One approach changes the lock used by write-lock into a reader-writer lock. Updates acquire a write lock and traversals acquire a read lock. Lookups don't acquire the lock and proceed relativistically. With this approach updates contend with traversals (but not lookups) because updates and traversals share a reader-writer lock.
A relativistic approach to traversals has the next() primitive search from the root for the smallest key bigger than the last one found. With this approach, updates and traversals do not contend with each other, however this yields an O(N log(N )) traversal instead of O(N ).
We have implemented and benchmarked both of these approaches. Space does not allow us to present the results here except to say that performance was as suggested above. This means that implementers can choose between these two approaches based on the access patterns expected in a particular use. Both relativistic and non-relativistic traversals can exist side-by-side by making two next() primitives available-one for each approach.
Conclusions
We have shown that relaxing the ordering constraints on updates can allow for much more scalable concurrent data structures. This was demonstrated by implementing a relativistic red-black tree. Our implementation has lookup performance that rivals an implementation without any form of synchronization. Further, our implementation scales linearly out to at least 64 hardware threads.
Clearly, scalability across many processors is a critical concern in the systems community. Relativistic programming has already had a significant impact on the Linux kernel. Our work shows that relativistic programming can be extended to a much broader range of problems than it has been to date. This gives an additional tool for developers to use when they encounter shared data bottlenecks.
Beyond this, it is our hope that our work will lead to the broader question, "are there other ways that relaxed consistency or relaxed ordering can lead to improved performance and scalability?" If we are going to continue to scale to many core, we believe we will need to ask different questions, and we believe this is one of them. Red-black tree read performance on a 4 quad-core (16 cores) Intel Xeon system. Tests were run with 64 node tree, 64K node tree and 1M node tree. Data shows update performance. The X-axis shows the number of concurrent read threads. The leftmost data point shows uncontended update performance. Red-black tree performance on Ultrasparc T2. Graph shows read performance with 10M node tree. 
